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MASSEY FERGUSON 
ORIGINAL
CLASSIC AND COMFORTABLE
Classic clothing designs in a variety of colours 
available for both men and women. Made 
from high quality materials, giving great com-
fort in both the work and leisure environment.

shop.masseyferguson.com

02
01

04
03

05

06

MENS BLACK POLO
Classic polo shirt with red contrasting trim on sleeves and collar. 
X993322202
S 000
M 100
L 200

XL 300
XXL 400
XXXL 500

01

02

LADIES BLACK POLO
Classic polo shirt with red contrasting trim on sleeves and collar. 
X993322201
S 000
M 100
L 200

XL 300
XXL 400

MENS RED POLO
Classic polo shirt with black contrast trim on sleeves and collar. 
X993322204
S 000
M 100
L 200

XL 300
XXL 400
XXXL 500

03

04

LADIES RED POLO
Classic polo shirt with black contrast trim on sleeves and collar. 
X993322203
S 000
M 100
L 200

XL 300
XXL 400

MENS TRACTOR T-SHIRT
Modern black single jersey T-shirt with round neck and a all-over 
print of an MF tractor. 
X993412201
S 000
M 100
L 200

XL 300
XXL 400
XXXL 500

05

MENS TYRES T-SHIRT
Black single jersey T-shirt with round neck and contrasting colours on 
the collar and sleeves, printed with tyre marks. 
X993412202
S 000
M 100
L 200

XL 300
XXL 400
XXXL 500

06
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01

02

03

04

MEN‘S BLACK POLO
Black cotton piqué polo shirt with three-button placket 
and high quality embroidered MF logo on the chest. 
X993412203
S 000
M 100
L 200

XL 300
XXL 400
XXXL 500

01

LONG SLEEVES RUGBY SHIRT
Long sleeve rugby shirt made from heavyweight cotton in 
Massey Ferguson colours and branded with the new logo 
on the chest. 
X993412213
S 000
M 100
L 200

XL 300
XXL 400
XXXL 500

02

MEN BLACK T-SHIRT
Black t-shirt with the new Massey Ferguson logo on the 
front. 
X993442214
S 100
M 200
L 300

XL 400
XXL 500
XXXL 600

03

MEN BLACK POLO
Black polo shirt with the new Massey Ferguson logo on 
the front. 
X993442215
S 100
M 200
L 300

XL 400
XXL 500
XXXL 600

04

NEW

NEW

NEW
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05

06

MEN GREY PADDED VEST
Black and grey men‘s padded  jacket is made from 100% 
nylon fabric with 100% polyester padding. The zip is black 
with contrasted teeth in red. 
X993322215
S 000
M 100
L 200

XL 300
XXL 400
XXXL 500

05

06

LADIES GREY PADDED VEST
Black and grey women‘s padded  jacket is made from 
100% nylon fabric with 100% polyester padding. The zip 
is black with contrasted teeth in red. 
X993322216
S 000
M 100
L 200

XL 300
XXL 400

NEW
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03

02
01

04

05

MEN’S PULLOVER WITH BAND COLLAR
Fine knitwear pullover made of soft but robust cotton yarn 
with banded collar, zip fastener and inserts on the side and 
shoulder. 
X993312210
S 000
M 100
L 200

XL 300
XXL 400
XXXL 500

04

MEN SOFTSHELL JACKET
Men‘s hooded softshell jacket with asymmetric inserts and 
double sided pockets is made of waterproof recycled polyester, 
lined with fleece for added warmth and softness. 
X993322212
S 000
M 100
L 200

XL 300
XXL 400
XXXL 500

03

UNISEX GREY HOODIE
Grey unisex hoodie with the slogan „Born to Farm“ on the 
chest. 
X993322218
XS 000
S 100
M 200
L 300

XL 400
XXL 500
XXXL 600

05

MEN‘S PADDED GILET
Grey quilted gilet with black contrast inserts on the chest and waist 
for men. 
X993312209
S 000
M 100
L 200

XL 300
XXL 400
XXXL 500

01

02

LADIES‘ PADDED GILET
Grey quilted gilet with black contrast inserts on the chest and waist 
for women. 
X993312208
S 000
M 100
L 200

XL 300
XXL 400

NEW

NEW
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07

MEN GREY FLEECE
Men‘s hoodless fleece jacket is made of a polyester and fleece 
blend. It has asymmetric inserts in a contrasting fabric. 
X993322213
S 000
M 100
L 200

XL 300
XXL 400
XXXL 500

06

07

LADIES GREY FLEECE
Wonen‘s hoodless fleece jacket is made of a polyester and 
fleece blend. It has asymmetric inserts in a contrasting fabric. 
X993322214
S 000
M 100
L 200

XL 300
XXL 400

NEW
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02

01

MEN‘S COLORBLOCK HOODIE
Modern men‘s hoodie with kangaroo pockets in the modern 
colour block style in red, white and grey. Black drawstring on 
the hood, ribbed cuffs 
X993312214
S 000
M 100
L 200

XL 300
XXL 400
XXXL 500

01

02

LADIES COLOR BLOCK HOODIE
Modern women‘s hoodie with kangaroo pockets in the modern 
colour block style in red, white and grey. Black drawstring on 
the hood, ribbed cuffs 
X993312213
S 000
M 100
L 200

XL 300
XXL 400
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04

05

03

06
SWEAT JACKET
Two-tone jacket with raglan sleeves made from a thick, 
warm cotton sweatshirt material 
X993322217
XS 000
S 100
M 200
L 300

XL 400
XXL 500
XXXL 600

05

COLLEGE JACKET
Jacket in a „Teddy“ style in  grey with white stripes on the 
sleeve side. This jacket is fastened with silver metal snap 
buttons marked Massey Ferguson. 
X993322219
XS 000
S 100
M 200
L 300

XL 400
XXL 500
XXXL 600

04

UNISEX BLACK HOODIE
Black unisex hoodie with the new Massey Ferguson logo 
on the front. 
X993442209
XS 000
S 100
M 200
L 300

XL 400
XXL 500
XXXL 600

03

MEN‘S BELT
130 cm belt with silver buckle and black laser printed MF logo. 
130 CM X993312207000

06

NEW

NEW

NEW
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01

02

MEN‘S WINTER JACKET
Men‘s lined winter parka is waterproof and windproof with a 
high quality finish. The removable hood is lined with soft fleece 
and the jacket lining is stitched in red. 
X993322206
S 000
M 100
L 200

XL 300
XXL 400
XXXL 500

01

02

WINTER JACKET WOMEN
Women‘s lined winter parka is waterproof and windproof with 
a high quality finish. The removable hood is lined with soft 
fleece and the jacket lining is stitched in red. 
X993322205
S 000
M 100
L 200

XL 300
XXL 400

MEN‘S QUILTED JACKET
Sporting fit lightweight quilted polyester jacket for men 
X993312212
S 000
M 100
L 200

XL 300
XXL 400
XXXL 500

03

04

WOMEN‘S QUILTED JACKET
Sporting fit lightweight quilted polyester jacket for women 
X993312211
S 000
M 100
L 200

XL 300
XXL 400

12 MASSEY FERGUSON ORIGINAL
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05

03

04

06
ADULT BEANIE
Beanie hat produced with soft quality 
fibres. Fits all head sizes thanks to its 
stretchy and ribbed material. 
X993312201000

06

ADULT BOBBLE HAT
High quality adult‘s bobble hat with  
removable pom-pom. 
X993312202000

05



01

02 03

04

BLACK CAP
Black cap with thermal printed MF logo on the front. 
Woven MF logo on the side, adjustable Velcro fastener 
on the back. 
X993232201000

04

S‘ COLLECTION BASEBALL CAP
The „S Collection“ cap is made of twill cotton with MF 
8S.265 printed on the front. 
X993312203000

03GREY CAP
Grey mixed fabric cap. MF logo print on the front, 
two-tone badge, laser cut and size-adjustable snap 
closure on the back. 
X993312206000

02

FLAT CAP
Our Massey Ferguson flat cap never goes out of style 
and compliments all ages. This cap can be worn for 
practical usage, keeping you warm in winter or for a 
more fashionable look for days out. The iconic Massey 
Ferguson logo is discreetly located on an elegant 
metal button to enhance the style of the cap. Available 
in three sizes. Add a touch of style to your day to day 
life! 
X993322220
M 200
L 300

XL 400

01

NEW
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0605
TYRE CAP
Rugged cotton twill baseball cap with tyre print on 
front and MF logo on visor. 
X993312204000

05 MEN‘S CAP
Two-colour cap, made from robust cotton. Large 
woven badge with MF logo print on front and embroi-
dered letters on back. 
X993312205000

06
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MASSEY FERGUSON 
LEISURE
BREATHABLE AND PRACTICAL
Clothing ideally suited for hiking, working 
outdoors or for daily sporting activities. 
Made from lightweight and breathable 
functional material.

shop.masseyferguson.com

01

02

03

MEN’S TRECKING FLEECE SWEATER
Black fleece sweater made from 80 % recycled  polyester 
with anti-pilling effect. Small details such as contrast 
stitching on the inner collar, coloured zips. 
X993322208
S 000
M 100
L 200

XL 300
XXL 400
XXXL 500

01

MEN’S TRECKING GREY T-SHIRT
T-shirt from the MF Outdoor  collection provides optimal 
comfort. The anti-bacterial fabric, made of 50 % cotton 
and 50 %  polyester, is  breathable and moisture-repellent. 
X993322207
S 000
M 100
L 200

XL 300
XXL 400
XXXL 500

03

WINDBREAKER UNISEX
Unisex windbreaker made from lightweight  micro polyester. 
This lightweight  waterproof jacket is easy to store thanks to the 
space-saving  jacket bag. 
X993322209
XS 000
S 100
M 200
L 300

XL 400
XXL 500
XXXL 600

02
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01

HIKING TROUSERS UNISEX
Compact hiking trousers from the MF Outdoor collection, 
made from a mix of functional materials and are also 
quick-drying and breathable. 
X993322210
S 000
M 100
L 200

XL 300
XXL 400
XXXL 500

01
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02

04

03

MEN’S SPORT T-SHIRT
Black and red T-shirt is perfect for everyday sporting use. It has a  
V-neck, is breathable and has a high level of  comfort. 
X993412204
S 000
M 100
L 200

XL 300
XXL 400
XXXL 500

02

MEN’S SPORTS SHORTS
Black and red shorts,  perfect for everyday sporting use. The 
sweat resistant material ensures a high level of comfort. 
X993412205
S 000
M 100
L 200

XL 300
XXL 400
XXXL 500

04

MEN’S SPORTS JACKET
Black and red sports jacket is perfect for daily use for a  variety 
of sporting activities. The sweat resistant material ensures a high 
level of  comfort. 
X993412206
S 000
M 100
L 200

XL 300
XXL 400
XXXL 500

03
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01

02

LADIES SPORT T-SHIRT
Women‘s sports shirt made of sweat-absorbing material. 
It has a slim fit and a very feminine design. 
X993412214
XS 000
S 100
M 200

L 300
XL 400
XXL 500

01

LADIES SPORT HOODIE
Hoodie made from a sweat-absorbing material and has a 
slim fit that gives it a feminine feel. 
X993412216
XS 000
S 100
M 200

L 300
XL 400
XXL 500

02

NEW

NEW
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03LADIES SPORT LEGGING
Women‘s leggings ideal for sports. Made of a soft and 
comfortable material. 
X993412215
XS 000
S 100
M 200

L 300
XL 400
XXL 500

03

NEW
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WORKWEAR
ROBUST AND COMFORTABLE
Practical, comfortable and easy to 
maintain work clothes. Suitable for all 
working environments.

shop.masseyferguson.com

01

02

03

OVERALLS SIMPLE ZIP, S COLLECTION
Comfortable and durable overalls with concealed zip with hook-and-
loop fastener, in a cool, modern  design with contrast piping. The overalls 
have two breast  pockets with hook-and-loop fasteners, a pen pocket 
on the left upper arm, two side slit pockets, a  bellow patch pocket with 
hook-and-loop fastener on the left, and a ruler pocket on the right. The 
back has two  pleats for more freedom of movement, two back patch 
pockets and an elastic side waistband for more  comfort. The cuffs have 
flaps with hook-and-loop fasteners for adjusting the width. 
X993482201
XS 000
S 100
M 200
L 300

XL 400
XXL 500
XXXL 600

01

OVERALLS WITH DOUBLE ZIP, S COLLECTION
Comfortable and durable overalls with hidden  double zip fastener and 
contrasting inserts. The overalls  have two breast pockets with hook-
and-loop fasteners, a pen pocket on the left upper arm, two side slit 
 pockets, a bellow patch pocket with hook-and-loop fastener on the left, 
and a ruler pocket on the right. The back has two pleats for more free-
dom of movement, two back patch pockets and an elastic waistband 
for  more comfort. The cuffs have flaps with hook-and-loop  fasteners for 
adjusting the width. 
X993482202
XS 000
S 100
M 200
L 300

XL 400
XXL 500
XXXL 600

02

BIB AND BRACE, S COLLECTION
Comfortable and durable bib and brace with contrast piping. The bib 
and brace has comfortable elastic straps, a flat clamp  buckle for length 
adjustment, a bib patch pocket with side pen pocket and an elastic 
waistband for more comfort. 
X993482204
XS 000
S 100
M 200
L 300

XL 400
XXL 500
XXXL 600

03
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01

02

WORK JACKET, S COLLECTION
Comfortable and durable work jacket with contrast piping. The jacket 
has a concealed zip with hook-and-loop fastener, side pockets with 
hook-and-loop fasteners, a pen pocket and an inside mobile phone 
pocket with hook-and-loop fastener. For  optimum comfort, there are 
movement pleats, an elasticated waistband and adjustable arm cuffs. 
X993482205
XS 000
S 100
M 200
L 300

XL 400
XXL 500
XXXL 600

01

WORK TROUSERS, S COLLECTION
Comfortable and durable work trousers with contrast piping. The 
trousers have a bellow patch pocket with flap and hook-and-loop 
fastener, a ruler pocket and two back pockets. 
X993482206
46 046
48 048
50 050
52 052
54 054

56 054
58 058
60 060
62 062

02
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03

04

05

BLACK AND RED OVERALL WITH DOUBLE ZIP
Comfortable and durable overall with concealed double zip and contrast 
inserts. The overalls have two chest pockets with hook and loop fas-
tenings. One pocket has a zipper and pen slot, two side pockets, a thigh 
pocket with hook and loop closure and a ruler pocket. The back has two 
pleats for greater freedom of movement and an elastic waistband for 
greater flexibility. 
X993452205
XS 000
S 100
M 200
L 300

XL 400
XXL 500
XXXL 600

04

OVERALLS BLACK & RED
Comfortable and durable overalls with hidden zip fastener and 
contrasting inserts. The overalls  have two breast pockets with 
hook-and-loop fasteners, one with a zip fastener and pen slot, 
two side pockets, one thigh pocket with hook-and-loop fastener 
and a  ruler pocket. The back has two folds for more freedom of 
movement and an elastic waistband in the waist ensures greater 
flexibility. The cuffs have flaps with hook-and-loop fasteners for 
adjusting the width. 
X993452202
XS 000
S 100
M 200
L 300

XL 400
XXL 500
XXXL 600

03

BLACK AND RED BIB AND BRACE
Comfortable and durable work dungarees with contrasting inserts. 
The dungarees have rounded side pockets, a large bib pocket with 
hook-and-pile fastener and pen holders pockets on the sides, one hip 
pocket with hook-and-pile fastener, a thigh pocket with patch bellows 
and hook-and-pile fastener and a ruler pocket. The trousers come with 
pre-formed knees with kneepad holder on the inside, which are closed 
with a hookand-pile fastener. 
X993452206
XS 000
S 100
M 200
L 300

XL 400
XXL 500
XXXL 600

05
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01

02

03

BLACK AND RED WORK TROUSER
Comfortable and durable work trousers with contrasting 
inserts. The trousers have rounded side pockets, a hip pocket 
with hook and loop fastener, a thigh pocket with plated gusset, 
hook and loop fastener and a ruler pocket. The trousers have 
pre-shaped knees with knee pad supports on the inside. The 
waistband is equipped with an elastic band and an elastic 
drawstring and ensures an optimal fit. 
X993452203
46 046
48 048
50 050
52 052
54 054

56 054
58 058
60 060
62 062

02

WORK JACKET
Comfortable and durable work jacket. The jacket has two patch 
chest pockets with hook-and-loop fasteners, one of which is a 
zipped  pocket, a pen pocket on the left arm, side slit pockets, 
an inner zipped pocket for a smartphone and an extended 
back. There are reflective details on the front and back yokes 
for added safety. 
X993452201
XS 000
S 100
M 200
L 300

XL 400
XXL 500
XXXL 600

01

BLACK AND RED CHILDREN‘S DOUBLE ZIP 
OVERALLS
Comfortable and durable overalls for children with hidden 
double zip fastener and contrasting inserts. The overalls have 
two breast pockets with hook-and-pile fasteners and two side 
pockets. Elastic in the waistband ensures more flexibility. The 
cuffs have a flap with hook-and-pile fastener for adjusting the 
width. There are reflector patches on the front and back yokes 
for added safety. 
X993452204
2 - 3 YEAR 003
4 - 5 YEAR 005
6 - 7 YEAR 007
8 - 9 YEAR 009

10 - 11 YEAR 011
12 - 13 YEAR 013
14 - 15 YEAR 015

03
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04

05

06

07

RAGLAN T-SHIRT
Short-sleeved T-shirt with raglan sleeves. The blended fabric 
makes it  particularly hard-wearing and, at the same time, very 
 comfortable and breathable. 
X993412207
S 000
M 100
L 200

XL 300
XXL 400
XXXL 500

04 RAGLAN POLO SHIRT
Short-sleeved polo shirt with raglan sleeves. It is comfortable 
and  breathable yet still modern and stylish in grey, black and 
red. 
X993412208
S 000
M 100
L 200

XL 300
XXL 400
XXXL 500

05

RAGLAN SWEATSHIRT
High quality sweatshirt with raglan sleeves and decorative 
seams, is  particularly durable. 
X993412209
S 000
M 100
L 200

XL 300
XXL 400
XXXL 500

06

RAGLAN JACKET
Raglan and warm jacket. The  sweat  resistant material en-
sures a high level of comfort. The jacket has a full-length 
zip, practical side pockets and a hood with drawstring. 
X993412210
S 000
M 100
L 200

XL 300
XXL 400
XXXL 500

07
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GIFTS & 
ACCESSORIES
PRACTICAL AND ORIGINAL
A selection of gifts and accessories for 
home and leisure. For gifting or simply 
to treat yourself.

shop.masseyferguson.com

01

02

03

„BORN TO FARM“ BACKPACK
Classic backpack. Ideal for school, office, travel... It has 3 
zipped pockets. Dimensions: 15 x 34x 44 cm. Its capacity 
is 17 litres. 
X993422211000

01

WAIST BAG
Ingenious little belted waist bag with different func-
tions! When you are playing sports you can slip your 
headphone cable through the slot to hold it in place. 
When you travel, you can put it under your clothes 
and keep your money and important documents safe. 
X993412217000

03

LAPTOP BAG
Laptop bag with a combination of coated and raw 
cotton. The metal accessories are carefully selected , 
from press stud to D-ring. Height : 30cm : Width : 40 
cm / Depth : 8 cm. PVC Free 
X993512201000

02

NEW

NEW

NEW
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01

03

02

BLACK UMBRELLA
Umbrella with convenient automatic function for quick 
opening, windproof features for higher flexibility and 
stability in windy conditions, flexible fibreglass ribs, 
STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX® certified polyester 
pongee cover material made of recycled plastics, 
wooden tips, straight wooden handle, higher corrosion 
protection due to galvanized steel shaft 
X993342210000

03

SUN GLASSES
Pair of sunglasses in a classic design and matte finish make. The sun 
protection lenses offer the highest UVA, UVB and UVC protection up to 
400nm according to European and international standards. Made in 
collaboration with the famous UVEX brand. 
X993472201000

01 HEAD TORCH
Multi-function LED headtorch with Massey Ferguson 
branded headstrap, and adjustable head angling up to 
45 degrees. 
X993212203000

02

NEW
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06 07

08

04

MUG 7S
White ceramic mug with a polychrome print of the 
Massey Ferguson 7S. The interior and the handle of 
the mug are black. 
X993422212000

07

MUG MF 8S.265
Ceramic mug with the Massey Ferguson 8S.265. 
X993442202000

05

MF 5S MUG
Ceramic mug with full-colour printed motif of the MF 
5S. With red inside and red handle. 
X993442203000

06

MUG MF LUNAR CONCEPT
Ceramic mug with full colour printed motif of the 
exclusive Massey Ferguson “Lunar Concept”. With 
black interior and black handle. 
X993442201000

08

„I LOVE MF“ MUG
White and red ceramic mug „I love MF“. 
X993422209000

04

NEW

NEW
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01 02
SET OF 2 BEER GLASSES
Set of 2 beer glasses marked with the Massey 
Ferguson logo. 
X993342205000

01 FLASK
Flask in satin finish. Capacity of 175 ml. This flask comes 
with two small glasses and a small funnel for easy filling. 
X993422208000

02

NEW
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03

04

05

06

THERMOS FLASK
Thermos flask made of matt stainless steel, in double-walled 
design. Keeps drinks hot or cold for up to eight hours. The 
quick-release vacuum closure can be operated at the touch of 
a button 
X993342202000

04

THERMOS MUG
Thermos mug, made in collaboration with  Contigo, is equipped with the 
patented SNAPSEAL technology for one-handed operation. It fits most 
car cup holders. The double-walled stainless steel design keeps drinks 
hot for six hours and cold for 12 hours. 
X993342204000

03

HIKING BOTTLE
Insulated drinking bottle with a convenient screw cap attached 
by a silicone loop, double-walled stainless steel vacuum 
construction that keeps drinks hot for 12 hours and cold for 48 
hours, and easy opening for optimal filling and cleaning. 
X993342207000

05

GLASS SPORT BOTTLE 500ML
Glass bottle with a capacity of 500 ml and a neoprene 
cover that makes it easy to grip and protects the bottle 
from shocks. 
X993422210000

06

NEW
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02

03
04

FOOTBALL
Size 5 football. This robust ball, with a circumference of 68 
cm and a latex valve, has a 2.6 mm PVC texture. 
X993422201000

03

BATH TOWEL
Soft and fluffy towel measuring 80x 160 cm with a large 
Massey Ferguson logo. Sturdy and thick, thanks to its 
twisted yarn fabric. 
X993412006000

01

BLANKET
Grey coverlet with unique fleece-feel. The coverlet is 
elegant and is very appealing with a velvet feel.The MF 
logo is placed on the front of the coverlet in high-quality 
embroidery. Size | 150 × 200 cm. 
 
X993412005000

02

JELLY SWEETS
Jelly teddy bears in fruit juice jelly (30% fruit). They 
are packed in individual 15g printed bags. 
 
X993342203000

04
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05

COLOURING SET
This set contains 12 felt pens, 12 coloured pencils, 12 
grease pencils , 12 pieces of water colour paint, a brush, 
a sharpener, an eraser and a large clip to hold the sheets. 
The packaging is made of cardboard which makes it 
completely recyclable. 
X993442208000

05

NEW
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01 02

03

04

MULTIFUNCTIONAL CUTLERY
Detachable stainless steel cutlery set with olive wood handle. 
Its compact size means it fits into any pocket. It consists of 
two parts – one with a knife, spoon and a bottle opener. The 
other contains a fork, a corkscrew and a can opener. Made of 
stainless steel. 
X993442206000

02

ROLL-UP METER
Tape measure with robust plastic housing and precision 
steel band. Includes automatic stopper, black belt clip, 
rubber surround and two strong magnets. Length | 5 m 
X993382204000

04

MULTI TOOL KIT
Aluminium multi-tool gadget with 14 practical and 
durable tool attachments. Includes a belt pouch. 
X993032201000

01

FOLDING RULER
Wooden folding ruler with 10 links. Joints with  internally 
hardened steel springs. With angle overview on the inside 
of the first link as standard. Length | 2 m 
X993492201000

03
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07

08

0605

MEN‘S WATCH
Chronograph wristwatch with genuine leather strap with red 
stitching, a metal case with IPS coating, the thorn/ crown/
case back, and the dial with luminescent indexes. Waterproof 
5 ATM. 
 
X993392201000

07

SMARTWATCH
Smartwatch with comfortable silicone strap and six individual watch faces. Calls, 
SMS or MMS notifications can be received in real time via a free app (compatible 
with IOS and ANDROID). With five sport modes for accurate activity tracking 
(calories burned, distance travelled, etc.), as well as many useful features such 
as weather display, GPS, compass, step counter, heart rate monitor and blood 
pressure monitor.The smartwatch is waterproof according to protection class IP 
67 and has a battery life of two to five days, or seven days in standby mode. 
X993392202000

06

LADIES WATCH
3 ATM water-resistant watch, flexible and robust is made up of 
a 35mm round case and a Milanese mesh strap.  
 
X993392204000

08

WALL CLOCK
Quartz analogue wall clock Injected black frame with 
a diameter Ø : 30,48 cm Red second, minute and 
hour hands Printed indexes on dial. The dial of the 
clock is personalized with the MF 8S.265. 
X993392203000

05
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KEYRING WITH TROLLEY CHIP
Massey Ferguson keyring with trolley chip in MF tractor design. 
 
X993382202000

07

MF 8S.265 KEY RING
Brushed steel key ring representing the MF 8S.265. Satin finish 
and colour printing with protective resin. 
X993442204000

04

MF LUNAR CONCEPT KEY RING
Brushed steel key ring representing  our concept tractor. Satin 
finish and colour printing with protective resin. 
X993442205000

06

IDEAL 9T KEY RING
Miniature model of the Ideal 9T harvesting combine. Key ring 
made of metal with printed decorations. 
 
X993041205866

03

MF 8S.265 _ 3D KEY RING
Reproduction of the MF 8S.265, adapted as a 3D key ring. 
X993041205864

05

“PARKING ONLY” SIGN
“Parking Only” sign with an image of the MF 8S.265. 
Made of strong steel sheet with high- quality motif print 
and four drilled holes in the rounded corners, for easy 
mounting on walls. 
X993402202000

02

MF „PARKING ONLY“ PLATE
The MF „parking only“ metal sign in 20 x 30 cm format 
is made of high-strength sheet steel, has an elaborate 
relief pattern and the applied protective lacquer increases 
the durability of the colours. Four pre-drilled holes in the 
corners make it easy to fix to the wall. 
X993401901000
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15

IMITATION LEATHER NOTEBOOK
Red Imitation Leather Notebook with 96 pages. The 
MF logo is embossed in the cover and the Massey 
Ferguson website watermark on all pages. 
X993442211000

15

CORK PEN SET
Cork pen set consisting of 1 ballpoint and rollerball 
pen. Presented in a matching cork box. Blue and 
black ink. 
X993442207000

09

WHITE PEN
White pen with MF logo. 
X993212201000

10

BIC PEN WITH MF LOGO
BIC four-colours biro in Massey Ferguson colours. 
X993422202000

12

BIC PEN WITH THE MF 8S.265
BIC four colours biro with MF 8S.265. 
X993422203000

11

BIC PEN WITH MF 8S.265 IN THE FIELDS
BIC four colours biro with MF 8S.265 in the fields. 
X993422204000

13

A5 NOTE BOOK
Black notebook in hard cover with embossed Massey 
Ferguson logo. Practical spiral binding, tear-off per-
foration, red flat elastic band closure and paper frog 
pocket at the back. 80 sheets printed on both sides in 
MF design. Dimensions | 148 × 210mm (A5 format) 
X993342201000

14

LANYARD
Key lanyard in durable cotton with metal key ring,  metal 
carabiner and high-quality plastic snap buckle. 
X993382203000

08
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01 02
WIRELESS MOUSE
Optical wireless mouse with nano-receiver in black 
 
X993422206000

02WEATHER STATION _ MF 8S.245
Weather station with LCD display and representation of our MF 
8S-245 butterfly mower working in the fields. Functions: clock 
and calendar, indoor/outdoor temperature, weather forecast, 
humidity and alarm. 
 
X993422207000
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EEAR PODS
Ear pods, with a 35 mAh battery, can be  fully  recharged within an 
hour on the 500 mAh charging  station, and play your music for up 
to 3 hrs. With BT 5.0 for a faster, stable connection up to 10m from 
your mobile device. With call acceptance function and  microphone. 
Three different sizes of ear tips  included. 
X993342206000

07

RETRACTABLE  CHARGING CABLE
6-in-1 retractable cable with housing made of RCS certified recy-
cled ABS plastic and wire made of recycled TPE. With 5 different 
connectors: USB C input, USB A input, Type C output, IOS output 
and micro USB output.  
The cable also has a USB A output option so you can charge any 
device from any output source. 
output source. Total cable length 1m. 
X993442210000

03

BLACK INDUCTION CHARGER
Configurable wireless charger with Fast Charge up to 15W. 
The surface of the charger has a slight satin finish and the 
top of the ring is made of silicone which offers good anti-slip 
protection on smooth surfaces. The charging cable with USB 
port is 1M long. The battery LED indicator allows you to check 
the status of the device. 
X993442212000

05

HI-TECH TRAVEL KIT
Hi-Tech travel set, to leave in your suitcase, consists of :  3 
USB ports / 1 metre charging cable and data transfer /1 night 
light and removable plugs for Europe/Africa/Asia/Ukand US. 
X993442213000

04

POWERBANK
4000 mAh flat aluminium powerbank with high-end 
 lithium polymer rechargeable battery. With on / off  button 
and remaining capacity display.  Output 5V / 1A, input 
5V / 1A. With micro USB cable. 
X993422205000

06
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THE KIDS CORNER
PRACTICAL AND COMFORTABLE
Practical, comfortable, and modern child-
ren’s clothing for our younger fans, printed 
with tractor motifs. Because today’s small 
MF fans will be tomorrow’s MF farmers.

shop.masseyferguson.com

01

02

CHILDREN’S PYJAMAS MF 8S
Pyjamas, with a large front print of the MF 8S.265 tractor. 
The material, a blend of cotton and polyester, feels very 
comfortable and the ribbed elastane cuffs make them 
easy to put on and take off. 
X993312215
86/92 000
98/104 100
110/116 200

122/128 300
134/140 400

01

KIDS’ RED T-SHIRT WITH TRACTOR PRINT
T-shirt for children with the large print on the front. 
Decorative quilting in contrasting colours on the sides and 
on the neckband 
X993312216
98/104 000
110/116 100
122/128 200

134/140 300
146/152 400

02
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01 02

BLACK AND RED KIDS CAP
Black and red kids cap. The Massey Ferguson logo is 
embroidered on the front and there is a tractor pattern 
on the right side. Adjustable metal buckle on the back for 
optimum comfort. 
X993212204000

01 CHILDREN’S BOBBLE HAT
High-quality crafted hat keeps the head nice and warm 
and is an attractive accessory for the winter. The pom-
pom can be removed using a press stud. 
X993322211000

02
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04

05

KIDS BACKPACK
Red and black children backpack with a large tractor 
printed. Fitted with a soft upholstered back, S-shaped 
shoulder strap, a chest strap, two net pockets on the side, 
a name plate on the inside and 3M reflectors on the front 
pocket. 
X993132201000

03

CHILDREN’S ALARM CLOCK
Digital quartz alarm clock. Easy to read with LCD hour and 
minute display and LED lighting at night. A projection of 
MF machine pictograms illuminates the ceiling. 
X993392205000

05

CHILDREN’S UMBRELLA MF 8S AND MF 5S
White children’s umbrella with a diameter of 73cm and 
MF 8S and MF 5S tractors printed on it. With red handle 
and tips. 
X993382103000

04
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BABY’S CORNER
SOFT AND TENDER
Soft and comfortable baby clothing 
in cool and colourful designs for the 
smallest of our fans. Massey Ferguson 
– by your side right from the beginning.

shop.masseyferguson.com

01

02

BABY PYJAMAS
Organic cotton baby pyjamas with tractor print. The 
pyjamas have extra protection against scratches on the 
lower arms and are easy to put on thanks to the front and 
crotch press studs. 
X993311912
50/56  000
62/68  100
74/80  200

01

SET OF 2 LONG SLEEVED BODIES
Set of 2 long sleeved bodies: 
- 1 grey with a big tractor pattern printed on the front 
- 1 red fully printed with tractor motifs 
X993311911
62/68  100
74/80  200
86/92  300

02
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BABY GIFT SET
Baby gift set consists of a hat, a pair of booties, a 
long-sleeved shirt with a large tractor print, and a pair 
of lightweight sweat pants. All packed in a beautiful 
gift box. 
X993312104
62/68  000
74/80  100

01
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02

BABY BATH SET
A matching baby gift set, consisting of an 80 × 80 cm 
terry towel and a flannel. Packaged in a beautiful gift box.  
 
X993312102000

04

CUDDLE CLOTH
 
Cuddle cloth for the little ones. One side with striped 
print, one side plain with soft plush dog, all made of 
easy-care polyester. 
X993312101000

03

MF 8S.265 PLUSH TRACTOR
30 cm plush tractor, true to the original of our new 8S.265 
tractor with its separate bonnet from the cab. It is soft to 
the touch and with its high quality embroidery and funny 
eyes. 
X993041201147

02
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TOYS
FUN AND CREATIVITY
Children’s toys for every age 
group. Fun, joy and creativi-
ty are the key words here.
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02

03

1000-PIECE TRACTOR PUZZLE _ MF 8S 
AND MF 5S
1000-piece puzzle  featuring MF 8S and 5S tractors 
at work in a scenic setting. Suitable for children from 
14 years up. Size of the completed puzzle | 700 × 
500 mm 
X993342209000

02

SET OF 2  - 36 PIECE JIGSAW PUZZLES 
FOR CHILDREN
2 puzzles that showcase Massey Ferguson machines: 
tractors and combine harvesters in action in the fields 
with their animal friends. Size of the complete puzzle: 
380 x 300 mm. Suitable for children over 3 years old 
X993342208000

01

HAPPY TRACTOR
A happy MF design featuring free wheel movement. 
Recommended age from 12 months. Length: 25 cm 
X993170001500

03
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BOUNCING TRACTOR
The Massey Ferguson bouncing tractor is sure to be a lot 
of fun! It encourages our little fans‘ sense of balance and 
motor skills. Robust and durable. Up to 50 kg. From 12 
months. 
X993502201000
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MF 5612 PLAYSET 1:32
This MF 5612 tractor set includes a steering wheel, wide 
tyres and a rear hitch for towing a wide range of trailers 
and accessories. The set also includes cows, pigs, sheep 
and chickens. The tractor is made of metal and the other 
accessories are made of moulded plastic. Suitable for 
young farmers aged 3-8 years. 
X993111843205

03

MF 6718 S SCALE MODEL
The MF 6718 S children‘s model is the perfect way to 
build your farming world with our other tractors, vehicles, 
implements and accessories. It features a hitch compa-
tible with other 1:32 scale trailers and a removable cab, 
implements and accessories. Suitable for children from 3 
years old. 
X993111943235

04

HAPPY FARMHOUSE
The farm play set consists of a folding house, a barn, a 
tractor garage and a hayloft with a ramp, as well as a 
tractor, animals and a bale of hay. Animal and vehicle 
noises or music complete the adventure game with all the 
senses. Exciting details, such as the movable roller in the 
roof with time display. 
 
X993250011000 

02
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01

MF 7480 WITH TIPPING TRAILER 1:16
This tractor model has the same equipment as the basic 
model MF 7480 and an additional tipping trailer. The 
trailer is equipped with a grain slide and support legs for 
better stability, when the trailer is tilted, the tailgate opens.  
Suitable for young farmers aged 3-8 years. 
X993060045000

02

1:16 MF 6613 TRACTOR
The Britains Big Farm Massey Ferguson 6613 tractor has a 
large number of moving parts and features realistic lights 
and sounds. The cab is removable and the bonnet opens to 
reveal great detail on the engine. There is a height-adjustable 
rear hitch, working cab and lights, and realistic engine and 
reversing sounds. Compatible with all Britains Big Farm toys. 
Suitable for young farmers aged 3-8 years. 
X993110430780

03

MF 7624 SCALE 1:16
The model has all the features of a real tractor: a fully glazed 
cab as well as doors and a bonnet that can be opened. The 
steering is imitated by means of a control bar mounted on the 
roof of the tractor. The floating axle for off-roading ensures 
better manoeuvrability and the removable front weight and 
receiver on the front loader make this tractor a real favourite 
toy. 
X993060046000
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TOY MF 8740S, MOTORIZED, 10CM
This toy includes a removable top, rubber tyres and a 
 motorised push-and-go function that brings the tractor to 
life. Length | 10 cm. Suitable for children aged three years 
and up. 
X993222102000

04

TOY MF 8740S 10CM WITH TIPPING TRAILER 
MOTORIZED,
This set includes a 10cm tractor with removable top, rubber 
tyres and motorised push-and-go function. Also included is a 
working  trailer that can be hitched to the tractor and tipped 
upwards to  unload the contents. Length | 23 cm. Suitable for 
children aged three years and up 
X993222104000

06

TOY MF 8740S 10CM WITH BALER LIFTER 
MOTORIZED,
This set includes a 10 cm tractor with a removable roof, 
rubber tyres and a motorised push-and-go function. It also 
includes a realistic mast lift that can be attached to the 
tractor. Length: 25 cm. Suitable for children aged three 
years and over. 
X993222105000

05
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MF 6616 WITH FRONT LOADER | 1:32
The Britains Massey Ferguson 6616 Tractor an authentic 
1:32 replica with tonnes of play value. Superbly detailed, 
visible hydraulics raise and lower the front loader with 
the bucket able to tip independently.  It also includes two 
further interchangeable accessories plus big tread tyres 
and working steering wheel. Tow hitch is compatible with 
other 1:32 scale authentic replica plastic farm vehicles 
and machinery. Made of die cast metal and precision 
moulded, durable plastic. Suitable 3 years + 
X993110430820

02

MF 7624 WITH FRONT LOADER SCALE 1:16
MF 7624 with front loader for the children.  Suitable for 
young farmers aged 3-8 years. 
X993060047000

03

TOY MF 8740S 10 CM WITH TREE 
FORWARDER MOTORIZED,
This set includes a 10cm tractor with removable top, 
rubber tyres and motorised push-and-go function. It also 
includes a working timber loader with crane that can be 
attached to the tractor, and three logs. Length | 28 cm. 
Suitable for children aged three years and up. 
X993222103000
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MF 8S _ REMOTE TRACTOR
The MF 8S is now available as a remote controlled 
Jamara. With an extra robust chassis, large profile tyres, 
LED lighting, engine on/off sound, horn, reverse sound, 
indicators, demo function and a robust remote control. 
Suitable for indoor and outdoor use! Recommended for 
children aged 8 and over. 
X993502202000

04

MF 6S _ 180
The MF 6S is now available as a toy created by 
TOMY. 
X993112243316
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RIDE ON TOYS
ADVENTURE AND FANTASY
Off on a children’s adventure! Here you 
will find a large selection of go-karts, 
step-on tractors and accessories.
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03

ROLLY KID LITTLE GREY FERGIE
This is a fantastic replica of the iconic Little Grey Fergie Trac-
tor. Made from durable plastic and featuring a trailer. Suitable 
for children aged over 2.5 years old. 
X993070612000

01

PEDAL TRACTOR WITH TRAILER
With this tractor designed for children from 2 ½ to 5 years, 
your child will be become a real farmer. By using its detacha-
ble trailer he will be able to carry all sorts of things: sand, 
topsoil, leaves, wood,stones,… and its opening bonnet will al-
low him to check on the engine. Its directional steering wheel, 
as well as its adjustable chain tension and chain transmission 
makes it solid and easy to handle. Suitable for children from 
2.5 to 5 years old. 
X993070012305

02

PEDAL TRACTOR, MF 7726
A faithful replica of the MF 7726 tractor, this pedal tractor is designed 
for children from approx. 3 to 8 years. It is resistant to rain, mud and 
snow and will provide hours of fun to your child. Its directional steering 
wheel, as well as its adjustable chain tension and quiet tires makes it 
solid and easy to handle. Its opening bonnet allows little mechanics to 
check on the engine and its adjustable seat will adapt to their morpho-
logy to maximize comfort. Suitable for children from 3 to 8 years old 
X993070601158

03
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PEDAL TRACTOR, MF 7726 WITH ROLLYTRAC 
FRONT LOADER
A faithful replica of the MF 7726 tractor with front loader, this 
pedal tractor is designed for children aged approximately 3 to 
8 years. 
X993070611133

01 PEDAL TRACTOR, MF 7726 WITH ROLLYTRAC 
FRONT LOADER AND PNEUMATIC TIRES
A faithful replica of the MF 7726 tractor with front loader and 
pneumatic tires, this pedal tractor is designed for children 
aged approximately 3 to 8 years. 
X993070611140
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REAR EXCAVATOR FOR MF PEDAL TRACTOR
Rear excavator, the seat can turn and shovel arm with control 
lever for raising and lowering the bucket. Compatible with MF 
7726, Rolly Kids and Little Fergie. Suitable for children over 
2.5 years. 
X993072009327

02

05 SMALL TIPPER FOR MASSEY FERGUSON 
PEDAL TRACTOR, ROLLYBOX
Robust „RollyBox“ trailer with removable tailgate. Easy to 
assemble in the blink of an eye. Suitable for ages over 3 years 
old. 
X993072008948  

SET OF 4 MILK JUGS FOR MF SMALL TIPPER, 
ROLLYBOX
The set consists of four plastic milk jugs with removable lids.  
Can be combined with the RollyBox. Suitable for children from 
3 years old. 
X993072009389

WHEELBARROW
Large red metal wheelbarrow has rubber handles and is easy 
to assemble. Suitable for children aged 2.5 years and over. 
X993070611200

03

MF 5470 RIDE ON TRACTOR, ROLLYMINITRAC
This ride on toy inspired by the famous MF 5470 tractor will 
become the best partner of your toddler. Solid and light, its 
fun features: horn, opening bonnet (with storage), steerable 
steering wheel will amuse your toddler and the specific ergo-
nomics of its seat, which has a place to put the knee and move 
forward with the other leg while keeping a perfect stability 
will help him in the acquisition of his autonomy. Suitable for 
children from 1.5 to 4 years old. 
X993070132331

04
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ROLLY FARM TRAILER
This nice red and silver trailer will allow your little 
farmer or little gardener to carry all sorts of things: 
sand, topsoil, leaves, wood, stones. Age: from 3 to 10 
years old. 
X993070122097

04

TANKER SILVER WITH PUMP FOR MF PEDAL 
TRACTOR
Fully functional silver-grey tank is the ideal accessory to be 
added to your child‘s pedal tractor and give your child even 
more opportunities to play! Age: from 3 to 10 years old. 
X993070122776

05

MEGA TRAILER FOR MF PEDAL TRACTOR
This trailer offers a large load capacity, which will allow your 
child to carry everything in its path! It has a tilting function 
that can be activated with the tipping bracket and also has a 
folding rear side panel. 
It is equipped with 4 large wheels that ensure good stability 
when loading and driving! Age: from 3 to 10 years old. 
X993070123001

02

MF HALFPIPE TRAILER
This large capacity tipper is ideal for transporting all kinds of 
things. Carrying heavy loads is very easy thanks to its twin 
axle, which makes it extremely stable. No difficulty in unloa-
ding either, as it has fully functional tilting by lift and crank. For 
children from 3 to 10 years 
X993070125142

03

TRAILER FOR MF PEDAL TRACTOR
With its manual tilting function and simple axle, this trailer 
will allow your farmer or budding gardener to transport 
all sorts of things.Suitable for children aged over2.5 years 
old. 
X993070129027

01
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MF KART SPEEDY
A fast go-kart for fast kids from DINO CARS. It 
features a new brake integrated into the rear pedal 
to ensure a safe and comfortable stop, and ball 
bearings offering low rolling resistance. Highlights 
include: adjustable seat, front spoiler, trailer hitch and 
ball steering. Possibility to attach a front loader or a 
second seat (sold separately). Suitable for children 
over 3 years of age. 
X993261801000

07

MF ROADSTER GO KART
The Massey Ferguson Roadster from DINO CARS is 
fantastic quality its features include: Dino ZF unit 
which is a selectable gear shift: allowing forwards, 
reverse and freewheel. Sports steering wheel. Floa-
ting front axle. Hand Brake. 5-point seat adjustment 
Double ball joint steering, allowing accurate steering 
Colour coded front spoiler Tractor Style Extra Grip Off 
Road. Suitable for ages over 3 years. 
X993260011000

06
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COLLECTABLES
DETAILS AND AUTHENTICITY
True scale models of your favourite tractors, most of them on a 
1:32 scale. The models are made from high quality materials, 
with significant attention to detail. For gifting or simply a treat 
for yourself – all fans of the brand will find something here.
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MF 8S.265 1:32 _ BLACK VERSION
The MF 8S 265 is the latest addition to the Massey Fergu-
son 8S range, offering 265hp! With a more modern cab, 
the windscreen is angled forward for better visibility. Its 
spacious interior and reduced noise levels mean greater 
comfort for the driver. 
X993042106341

02

MF 8S.265 1:32
The latest model in the Massey Ferguson series, the MF 
8S.265, has a completely new design with a bracket on 
the engine bonnet and a large cab that is reminiscent of 
the MF 2700 series. The miniature contains all the featu-
res of the famed model right down to the smallest detail, 
including the interiors and removable outside mirrors. 
X993041206262

01

MF LUNAR CONCEPT 1:32
With the MF Lunar concept, Massey Ferguson presented its vision for 
the future at Agritechnica 2019. The concept gives a taste of the design 
of future models in the range and pays tribute to the 50th anniversary of 
the first man on the moon. The MF Lunar concept will change the way 
people think about tractors. This exclusive miniature replicates the origi-
nal model with its pearlescent white paintwork and gold cab windows, 
LED lighting, innovative wheel design and fairing. A first in the world of 
miniatures. 
 
 
X993041206279

03
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MF 8740S 1:32
The MF 8740S is the ultimate and most powerful top-of-the-
line model in the Massey Ferguson range. This new version 
offers all the new specifications of the Stage V model launched 
in 2019: exhaust system, tanks, ladders, handrails, lighting 
brackets, as well as the interior layout of the cab. 
X993041906216

03

MF 8250 XTRA 1:32
The Massey Ferguson 8250 Xtra is an exact replica of the most 
popular model in the MF 8200 range, which was launched in 
2002. This miniature shows all the details and specifications 
of the original, as well as the following features : Realistic rear 
hitch, swivel wheels, detailed interior, it also features the front 
3-point hitch. 
X993041906257

02

MF 5S 1:32
The new Massey Ferguson 5 Series tractor features the new 
MF design, introduced on the popular 8S and recognisable 
by its grey ‚SABRE‘ stripe. This replica of that model has all 
the details that made the original so successful. The engine 
bonnet has a sharp, descending shape and the headlights are 
banded. The front and rear 3-point hitches are functional, as 
are the steering and the mirrors are removable. The new cab is 
very detailed and the dials are present on the dashboard, the 
armrest groups all the controls and the levers and screens are 
also present. 
X993042106304

04

MF 7726 S 1:32
What better tractor to reproduce in scale, than the successor of 
the multi-award winning MF 7600 Series? The updated hood 
features a new MF lightbar with signature ‚S‘, with the MF 
triple triangle still in pride of place. A front weight, new outside 
mirrors, and GPS antenna complete the high level of detail on 
this greatly anticipated replica. 
X993041805304

01
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MF 8280 XTRA_1.32
The MF 8280 is the most powerful tractor in the MF8200 
Series launched in 1998. From 2002, the MF 8200 Xtra was 
introduced, with an emission-compliant engine and a power 
output that rose to 288hp. That same year it won the World 
Ploughing Championship! This is a faithful replica of the MF 
8280 Xtra and is sure to please the fans! 
X993042205352

06

MF 2625_1.32
The MF 2625 is a small vineyard and fruit tractor produced 
between 1985 and 1986. Its manoeuvrability allows it to pass 
between crops without damaging them. Its spacious and pan-
oramic cab offers the driver exceptional working comfort. This 
miniature will complete the collection of the nostalgic! 
X993042206350
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MF 188 2X4 1:32
The MF 188, manufactured between 1972 and 1976, is a 
4-cylinder tractor ideally suited to medium and large farm 
conditions. It has an eight-speed front and two-speed 
rear transmission. It also has new front tyres and a new 
seat! This MF188 2x4 1:32 scale model will delight the 
enthusiast! 
X993182101000

03 MF 188 4X4 1:32
The MF 188, manufactured between 1972 and 1976, is a 
4-cylinder tractor ideally suited to medium and large farm 
conditions. It has an eight-speed front and two-speed rear 
transmission. It also has new front tyres and a new seat! 
 
  
 
This 4x4 1:32 scale model will delight the enthusiast! 
X993182102000

04

MF 65_1.32
The MF 65, inspired by American tractors, was produced in 
France from 1960 and is one of the most popular tractors in 
the range along with the MF 35. It is equipped with a Perkins 
A4.203 engine, double disc clutch, 6 forward and 2 reverse ge-
ars making it a high performance tractor. This faithful miniature 
will complete the collection of the Massey Ferguson faithful! 
X993042206269

01

MF 3080,  1:32
Re-edition: The MF 3080, of which more than 11,000 tractors 
were produced between 1986 and 1992, was the first “smart” 
tractor to feature on-board electronics with Autotronic and 
Datatronic systems. The Datatronic version shown here is 
equipped with four-wheel  drive, complete with finely repro-
duced rims, wheels, front axle and drive shaft. The steering is 
functional, as is the three-point linkage. The perforated steps 
are finely engraved, and inside the cab you can see all the 
levers, dials, pedals and the MF logo on the steering wheel. 
The rails, mirror supports and additional lights are painted. 
X993040292000

02
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06

TEA 20 SCALE 1:32
The Ferguson TEA 20 nicknamed “ Fergie” is the most 
famous tractor worldwide with over half a million units 
produced between 1946 and 1956. Features include: 
Ferguson badge on grill and a front hood that opens to 
reveal all engine details. It also includes a realistic rear 
coupling system. 
X993040418900

06

MF 135 WITHOUT CAB 1:32
Re-edition: Introduced in 1964 and produced until 1975, 
the 100 Series model succeeded the legendary Massey 
Ferguson 35 and introduced the new angular bonnet. It 
was sold in almost every country in the world.  
X993040278500
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TEA 20 WITH HALF-TRACK 1:16
A detailed model of the popular Ferguson tractor 
in 1:16 scale. Between 1946 and 1956, over half a 
million TEA20s were produced. They affectionately 
became known as the Little Grey Fergies. 
X993040269000

01

FERGUSON IMPLEMENT SET- 
INCLUDING 4 ACCESSORIES
Set of four Massey Ferguson implements, including: 
plough, potato planter, tiller, hoe and milk can. This 
tool set is compatible with Universal Hobbies scale 
models tractors. 
 
X993042006247

02
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04

MF IDEAL 9T WITH POWERFLOW
This new model of the Ideal 9T with „Power flow“ on a 
scale of 1:32 has all the details of the original: grain tank 
with realistic opening, movable rear ladder, rear hitch 
for attaching the running gear, movable front cab ladder, 
improved grain outlet, TrakRide and steered rear wheels. 
X993031901000

03

MF TH.8043
With this new model from the Bobcat factory, Massey 
Ferguson offers 13% more capacity than the TH 7038. 
With improved handling, increased stability, greater lifting 
power and an extra large bucket capacity, it is the flagship 
of the brand. 
X993042206342
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MF N°3 TRAIL BALER SCALE 1:32
The MF No. 3 baler was originally developed by Ferguson 
and was named F12 in 1957. It later became the Mas-
sey-Harris 3 and eventually became the Massey Ferguson 
No. 3. This small baler was designed for use with MF 35, 
65, 135 tractors and was extremely popular with farmers. 
X993041905239  

03

MF 21 3.5T HYDRAULIC TIPPING TRAILER 
WITH SILAGE SIDES
Detailed model of the Massey Ferguson trailer with tipping 
body, functional rear door and silage sides. Compatible 
with Universal Hobbies 1:32 scale tractors. 
 
X993042006243

04

MF 3T TIPPING TRAILER 1:32
Detailed diecast and plastic scale model of the Massey 
Ferguson 3 Ton Tipping Trailer, compatible with 1:32 scale 
Universal Hobbies tractors. Featuring: detachable sides 
and tipping body. 
X993041805329

02MF 21 3.5T HYDRAULIC TIPPING TRAILER
Detailed model of the Massey Ferguson Trailer with tipper 
design and working tail lift. Compatible with Universal 
Hobbies tractors on a 1:32 scale. 
 
 
X993042006241

01
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* measured at the widest part of the hand, without the thumb

The measurements are NOT the cutting dimensions of the selected garment. The figures refer to the body dimensions of the person who will wear the garment and are for  
guidance only when choosing the right size clothing.

The terms and conditions stated a www.shop.masseyferguson.com apply. Delivery only while stocks last.  
Subject to printing errors, mistakes and changes. Pictures may differ from the original.
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MEN
Clothing size International XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL

Clothing size European 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64 66

Clothing size UK / US 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56

Clothing size Spain,  
France, Italy

42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64 66 68

Chest circumference in cm 84–87 88–93 94–101 102–109 110–117 118–127 128–137

Waist circumference in cm 75–78 79–84 85–92 93–100 101–110 111–121 122–132

Inside leg in cm 47–76 77–79 81–83 84–85 86–87 87–88 88.5–89

MEN
Clothing size International XXS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL

Clothing size European 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60

Clothing size UK / US 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50

Clothing size Spain,  
France, Italy

42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58

Underwear 4 5 6 7 8

Chest circumference in cm 86–89 90–93 94–97 98–101 102–105 106–109 110–113 114–117 118–121

Waist circumference in cm 74–77 78–81 82–85 86–89 90–94 95–99 100–104 105–109 110–114

Hip circumference in cm 90–93 94–97 98–101 102–105 106–109 110–113 114–117 118–121 122–125

Body height in cm 166–170 168–173 171–176 174–179 177–182 180–184 182–186 184–188 185–189

CHILDREN
Body height in cm 89–104 110–116 122–128 134–140 146–152 158–164

Age in years 3–4 5–6 7–8 9–10 11–12 13–14

Chest circumference in cm 54–56 57–61 62–64 65–71 72–78 79–86

Waist circumference in cm 52–54 55–56 57–59 60–64 65–68 69–73

Inside leg in cm 41–45 46–52 53–59 60–65 66–71 72–76

WORK GLOVES

Adults
Size 7 8 9 10 11

Hand circumference in cm* 19 22 24 27 28.5

Children
Size 2 4 6 — —

Age in years 4–5 8–9 12–13 — —

CHILDREN
Age in years 1.5–2 3–4 5–6 7–8 9–11 12–14 

Body height in cm 86–92 98–104 110–116 122–128 134–140 146–152

Chest circumference in cm 51–53 55–59 60–64 65–69 70–74 75–79

Waist circumference in cm 54–56 57–61 62–66 67–71 72–76 77–81

BABY
Age in months 0–2 3–6 7–12 13–24

Clothing size in cm 50–56 62–68 74–80 86–92

WOMEN
Clothing size International XS S M L XL 2XL

Clothing size European 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54

Clothing size UK / US 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28

Clothing size Spain,  
France, Italy

34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56

Chest circumference in cm 81–84 85–90 91–96 97–104 105–112 113–120

Waist circumference in cm 65–69 70–75 76–83 84–93 94–103 104–113

Inside leg in cm 78 78.5–79 80.5–82 82.5 83

WOMEN
Clothing size International XS S M L XL 2XL

Clothing size European 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54

Clothing size UK / US 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24

Clothing size Spain,  
France, Italy

34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56

Chest circumference in cm 74–77 78–81 82–85 86–89 90–93 94–97 98–102 103–107 108–113 114–119 120–125 126–131

Waist circumference in cm 58–61 62–64 65–68 69–72 73–77 78–81 82–85 86–90 91–95 96–102 103–108 109–114

Hip circumference in cm 80–84 85–89 90–94 95–97 98–101 102–104 105–108 109–112 113–116 117–122 123–128 129–134

Trouser length in cm 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114
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